FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Loss Prevention Foundation announces Partnership with The
International Supply Chain Protection Organization (ISCPO)
Matthews, NC (January 03, 2013)—The Loss Prevention Foundation (LPF) announces its
partnership with The International Supply Chain Protection Organization (ISCPO). ISCPO is an
international supply chain organization focused on maintaining a global networking platform for all Loss
Prevention and Security professionals that span across multiple business segments. “LPF is excited
about establishing this collaborative partnership so efforts within both organizations can be maximized,“
said Gene Smith, president, LPF. “We look forward to assisting ISCPO as it grows in membership and
achieving its mission.”
“The Loss Prevention Foundation is an international leader in educating and certifying retail loss
prevention and asset protection professionals. It also maintains the industries only industry specific
membership program. This partnership is going to benefit both organizations in numerous ways”, said
Glenn Master, Chairman of the ISCPO. “ISCPO’s mission from the beginning has been to establish a
global networking platform for all Loss Prevention and Security professionals that span across multiple
business segments. LPF is a leading organization that already has credential-based, industry
certifications established. This partnership will allow certification based training for ISCPO members and
will also provide LPF a global platform for networking with supply chain Loss Prevention and Security
professionals”, stated Master.

About The Loss Prevention Foundation
The Loss Prevention Foundation is a not-for-profit 501 c (6) international organization founded in 2006 by
industry leading professionals to serve the loss prevention industry. Our mission is to advance the
profession by providing relevant, convenient and challenging educational resources. We support this
mission through a variety of ever-expanding initiatives, including two certification programs, on-line
educational resources, a career-oriented membership program, student scholarships and a college and
university program.
About the ISCPO

The International Supply Chain Protection Organization’s (ISCPO) mission is to promote a global,
collaborative effort of networking for Security and Loss Prevention professionals. The organization’s
membership supports a wide-variety of business entities, whose main commonality is using the global
supply chain for transportation of goods and services. ISCPO’s three primary objectives are networking,
partnership and training.

For news, information and membership inquiries, visit us both on http://www.linkedin.com
LPF - Media Contact: Donna Murphy, 866.433.5545, donna.murphy@losspreventionfoundation.org
ISCPO - Media Contact: Byron Smith, 469.215.8184, byron.smith.iscpo@gmail.com
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